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spa park
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RECHARGE YOUR BATTERIES 
AND FEEL THE PURE JOY OF 
LIVING

>>

We invite you to relax and recuperate at the 

Bad Mergentheim spa park, which covers 

an area over 134,000m². 

More than 250 different species of plant 

will delight you with their diversity, inspiring 

you to discover and observe, and offering 

an experience of pure nature. Themed 

gardens such as the rose garden, japanese 

garden and sound garden are waiting to be 

discovered.

The Graduation house in the spa park – 

which emits therapeutic salty air – is a 

special highlight.

The expansive park landscape offers a 

variety of exercise possibilities and fun for 

the whole family. In the adjacent palace 

gardens, attractions such as a lake, different 

paths across the many bridges and pictures-

que pavilions are delightful places to stroll 

around and enjoy resting for a while.

Recharge your batteries in one of the love-

liest parks in Germany and experience the 

pure joy of living.
Welcome
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The trick fountains with a wide variety of musical  

accompaniment put on a grand show in front of the 

music pavilion several times a day. From April to  

November the fountains dance to the music of The 

Intermezzo Orchestra, Elton John, Nigel Kennedy, 

Jennifer Rush, Sky, Alphaville, Vanessa Mae, among 

others. When darkness falls, prepare to be enthralled  

by the colourful light effects.

Magnificent

TRICK
FOUNTAINS

>>

TRICK FOUNTAINS

April to November,
depending on weather 

conditions

Monday to Friday
3.15 pm  I  5.15 pm  I  6.15 pm

7.15 pm I  10.00 pm

Saturdays, Sundays and public holidays
10.15 am  I  12.15 pm  I  3.15 pm 

5.15 pm  I  6.15 pm
7.15 pm  I  10.00 pm

>>

4
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Picturesque

Follow the course of the picturesque rose stream 

with its playful little water sprinklers all the way to 

the rose garden, where you can relax on a com-

fortable park bench.

Enjoy the delightful view and, when the weather is 

fine, you can bask in the melodies of the Bad Mer-

gentheim Spa Ensemble from the Café Amadeus.

OASIS OF TRANQUILITY>>

INDULGE AND RELAX OVER 
A CUP OF COFFEE

>>
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Water represents the joy of life. The nume-

rous springs, streams, water gardens and 

the impressive fountains also add to the 

beauty of the park.

FOUNTAINS AT THE HAUS DES GASTES>>

Joy of life
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Impressions

SCULPTURES IN THE SPA PARK>>

LUTE PLAYER AND LISTENER>>

BATHERS IN FRONT 
OF THE WANDELHALLE

>>

SOURCE OF THE KARL`S SPRING>>

10
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Idylls

RECHARGE YOUR BATTERIES>>
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The Graduation house is located in the 

centre of the spa park. It was built to cater 

to the comfort and relaxation of our guests. 

A 6% concentration brine water from the 

Paul mineral spring trickles, undiluted, over 

the native blackthorn twig, enriching the 

surrounding air with aerosols. These aero-

sols result in pleasantly salty air. Take deep 

breaths of the aromatic, salty air while ta-

king a walk around the house, or enter the 

innermost chamber of the small graduation 

works (Kleingradierwerk) to experience even 

more intense brine mist.

It’s the perfect place to unwind, relax and 

find your inner peace.

THE SALTWATER OF THE PAUL`S SPRING >>

Exhale

14



The spa park offers guests a comprehensi-

ve programme of distinguished events all 

year round. You can expect moments filled 

with music and culture but also humour, 

and bustling markets stocked with regional 

delicacies and handicrafts. Find out more in 

the events calendar or on our website

www.bad-mergentheim.de

Vitality

REGIONAL FARMER´S MARKET, SPA PARK FESTIVAL 
WITH ILLUMINATIONS, CHRISTMAS MARKET IN AND 
AROUND THE WANDELHALLE

>>

16 17
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There’s hardly any other festival that ra-

diates an atmosphere as special as the spa 

park festival. Over 15,000 candles magically 

illuminate the spa park for an entire night. 

Lovingly decorated stalls from local restau-

rateurs and associations ensure that guests 

are well catered for. A thrilling festival for 

the young and young-at-heart, night owls, 

dancers, romantics and aficionados.

Enchanting

SEA OF LIGHTS AT THE SPA PARK FESTIVAL>>



You will find the sound garden a little 

hidden, between the Haus des Gastes and 

the Wandelhalle. Drift away into a magical 

world of natural noises and meditative 

sounds. Once a year, the peaceful sound 

garden is transformed into an open-air 

stage.

Dive in

RELAX IN THE SOUND GARDEN>>

20 21



2322 The rose garden, which covers approx. 

1,800m² is the perfect place to pause and 

relax for a while, thanks to its beautifully 

varied flowerage. Enjoy an enchanting blend 

of scents and colour. Leave your cares behind 

and relax on our sky lounger. 

Paradise in bloom
MAGNIFICENT ROSE GARDEN>>
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The japanese garden is a place with a very 

special energy, filled with tranquillity and 

harmony. A landscape architect from Bad 

Mergentheim’s partner city of Fuefuki 

crafted this little piece of Japan in the east 

of the spa park in 1996. Small waterfalls, 

exotic plants and an arched bridge repre-

sent the Asian art of living.

THE JAPANESE GARDEN IS THE IDEAL PLACE 
TO LEAVE YOUR CARES BEHIND

>>

Balance and harmony

24
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In the Haus des Gastes, which is also home 

to the Institute for Bad Mergentheim Spa 

Medicine, Health Education and Medical 

Wellness as well as the Spa and Rehabili-

tation Clinic Pastoral Care Centre, you can 

find all the information you need. There is a 

healing and spice-herbal garden close by, as 

well as the Kneipp cold water pool for arms 

and legs, where you can refresh yourself.

Midway point

HERE YOU 
WILL FIND

... our guest service with 
advance ticket sales, reading 

lounge, health and nutritional 
counselling and the Spa and 
Rehabilitation Clinic Pastoral 

Care Centre.

>>

HAUS DES GASTES WITH GUEST SERVICE>>

26



2928 The Wandelhalle, built in 1935, is the centre-

piece of the spa park. It is the central meeting 

point and the largest event hall in the town. 

Enjoy musical performances of the most va-

ried kind in a light-flooded atmosphere, such 

as (depending on the weather) the spa con-

certs of the Bad Mergentheim Spa Ensemble 

or a range of other festivities.

The nearby shops in the spa colonnades are 

pleasant to stroll around and browse. 

Impressive

WANDELHALLE – 
AN ATMOSPHERIC BACKDROP 
FOR CONCERTS

>>
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Atmosphere
The spa house lies at the edge of the spa 

park and was constructed in the Bauhaus 

architectural style in 1926. With its pleasant 

ambience and state-of-the-art event facilities, 

the large spa hall is perfect for conferences 

and congresses, weddings and celebrations, 

as well as a whole range of cultural events 

and theatrical performances. The small spa 

hall, the spa foyer and the outside terrace, 

which face onto the spa park, offer a lovely 

atmosphere ‘surrounded by nature’. 

The ‘Vitalzentrum im Kurpark’ fitness centre 

with its state-of-the-art equipment and ex-

pert supervision is located in the lower level.

CONCERTS AND EVENTS 
IN THE MODERN 
SPA HALL

>>
30



Healing springs

The Fountain Temple near the Concert Hall 

(Wandelhalle) is wholly dedicated to health. 

Today, Bad Mergentheim offers a total of 

three drinking sources and one spring for 

bathing. The healthful, healing water from 

the Wilhelm, Albert and Karl Springs bub-

bles out of three fountain tables.

These are used, among other things, in 

metabolic diseases.

The fourth spring – the Paul´s Spring – 

serves as a bathing spring. Enjoy its effects 

on your skin and musculoskeletal system by 

visiting the Solymar Therme thermal baths 

in Bad Mergentheim.

HEALING EFFECT 
OF NATURE

>>

32 33
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On 13. October 1826, shepherd Franz 

Gehrig was grazing his sheep on the right 

bank of the river Tauber when, thanks to his 

thirsty animals, he discovered a salty-bitter 

tasting rivulet. This is the source of today’s 

Wilhelm´s Spring, whose healing spring 

water marked the beginning of the first 

Mergentheim spa season in 1829.

Source
SOURCE OF THE KARL`S SPRING>>

FRANZ GEHRIG – 
DISCOVERER OF 
THE SPRING

>>

34
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In the outer spa park there are numerous op-

portunities for active relaxation: boules, table 

tennis, outdoor chess and other games and 

sports, a gymnastics meadow, labyrinth,

barefoot path, volleyball court as well as a 

terrain spa trail, a climate path and a Mül-

ler®Trimm-Dich fitness course.

Activerecuperation

LAVENDER FIELD IN THE OUTER SPA PARK>>

BAREFOOT 
PATH 

>>

CHESSBOARD>>

LABYRINTH>>

36
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Switch off

FEEL LIKE IN A FAIRY-TALE, AS YOU 
WANDER THE ADJACENT PALACE 
GARDENS

>>

DUCKPOND>>

38
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A lovely stroll takes you from the spa park 

through the palace gardens directly to the 

historic old town. There you can admire the 

picturesque half-timbered houses, winding 

alleyways and impressive churches. The town 

centre also provides numerous culinary offe-

rings and shopping opportunities.

Town life
OLD TOWN>>

RESIDENTIAL PALACE WITH THE MUSEUM 
OF THE TEUTONIC ORDER

>>

40
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There is much to see and do in the spa park. 
Here are the main venues at a glance:

  8  Sound garden 

  9  Spa colonnades

10  Shepherd Gehrig Memorial

11  Wandelhalle Concert Hall

12  Fountain Temple

13  Café Amadeus

14  Trick fountains, music pavilion

21  Wilhelm´s Spring

22  Labyrinth

23  Barefoot path

24  Graduation house

25  Lavender field

26 Terrain spa trail

15  Karl´s Spring

16  Japanese garden

17  Rose garden

18  Albert´s Spring

19  Rose stream

20  Sport and games area,   

      outer spa park

 Entrance 

 Information

 Emergency defibrillator

 Toilets,  
wheelchair accessible

 Bus stop

 

i
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1  Wilhelmsbau (the spa`s administrative office)

2  Octogon

3  Meandering stream

4  Lapidary (stone collection)

5  Spa house, Vitalzentrum im Kurpark

6  Spa guests´house / Fountains at the Haus des Gastes

7  Kneipp pool and herbal garden

5

1

6 9
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KURVERWALTUNG
BAD MERGENTHEIM GmbH

Lothar-Daiker-Straße 4

97980 Bad Mergentheim

Telefon 07931 - 965-0

Fax 07931 - 965-228

info@kur-badmergentheim.de

www.bad-mergentheim.de Ci
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Awards and memberships

The Bad Mergentheim spa park has been 

awarded the ‘Park im Kurort” seal of quality 

for parks in spa towns, and is a member 

of the ‘Hohenloher Gartenparadies’ and 

‘Gartennetz Baden-Württemberg’ networks. 

The adjacent palace gardens of the Residen-

tial Palace are a member of the ‘Staatliche 

Schlösser und Gärten Baden-Württemberg’ 

state heritage and tourism agency and the 

Schlösser*Burgen*Gärten Baden-Württem-

berg e.V. association.

As early as the 17th century, spa towns 

maintained park facilities as recreational 

and retreat options for spa guests, tourists 

and citizens, reshaping the natural surroun-

dings to attract visitors.

The Bad Mergentheim spa administration 

is a founding member of the ‘IG Park im 

Kurort’ garden network. The umbrella orga-

nisation is the Deutsche Heilbäderverband. 

Its members are quality-approved parks and 

green spaces in spa towns. All green spaces 

that are awarded the ‘Park im Kurort’ seal 

of quality fulfil certain criteria. The seven 

guiding principles include horticultural 

variety throughout the seasons, therapeutic 

points of focus and accessibility, with the 

aim of sustainably increasing general inter-

est in spa park facilities.
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